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Ӟᐿ؍ᆐӕڝᒧ၄

๕ᬱ᳒ឍଛࣁྌޝሿڝᒧ၄ጱḒེӻ——“Ӟᐿ؍ᆐ”̶

کճ֡ဌํᇙਧጱতӨᕮ҅෬᭄ӧߝጱӻᇙեՈᵙզൾ҅ጱ֢ߝᒧ၄ጱ֢ڝ

რ१҅Ԟӧਂဳࣁਧጱᩳ̶ݻᬯԶԪᇔࣁኞၚӾӞ᪠ᔿᕮ҅ݶᵋฎӧፘܐ᧣ጱා

ఘᖃᖴᕰࣁӞ᩸҅ᆐ֒ݸԒ؊ӥԧᇆ҅ڰᦜฎࣁջ௳̶֕፡᩸҅ඳԪᬮᬱ๚ᕮ̶Ꭺᚾ

ฎ౮֢ߝጱᥝᔰԏӞ̶๋ଉᥠጱᎪᚾฎӞᐿኧᏜᯢᰠᕟ౮ጱᕡჶጮᜋᔇ๛҅አԭԅṋ

ರጱᙏ֛ᬰᤈࢴਧ҅ࣁୌᒺᤰᄡӾ᷶ץਹ಄ጱᑻ̵ᳪୁӨॠᜰ҅զ֢݊ԅཛྷٍᱹ

᭜ٌ՜ᇔկ̶̵֛ṋṒӨᏈᏦጱىᔮ҅ڝࣁᒧ၄ጱᵦयӾզӧݶ୵ୗሿ҅֕ᬯԶ୵ୗ

֒Ԓᚆਠᗦ௳ԭᛔጱᚈ୧ӨฃᏦӾ҅ࣁᚈ୧Ӿݒ୩य̶़ጱ֢ڠᬦᑕӨාጱᵙ

զഴ۠——ইᥦຽ᷌ಅᐏ҅ڊԭ“Ӟᐿ؍ᆐ”——ଃ෫ဩกᏟጱᕮຎᇙᅩ̶ᒊࣁ

ᄟᦩጱଶݢզๅঅቘᥴᬯӞᅩ̶

ൎ֘ਙժ̶ਙӧኜᧆই֜Ᏻܩൎጱय़ੜ҅֕Ոጱಋݢ᭜ጱᇔկԅಋഩڠᒧ၄ڝ

ժᇮইॠक़ਮ҅ྌڹ๚ݶ౯ժ᭺᭬ᬦ̶ڝᒧ၄Ḓضአಋਖ਼Ӟࢫࢫ“ᑑဲ”——ኧጮᜋᔇ

๛ᕟ౮ጱႰݳᇔ——ೲܴکᕗᕢ̵ߝ๙१̵ᕚᖝ̵ᏝᕕᒵӳᥜӤ̶୮Ⴐݳᇔ౮̵ࣳ

Ӟ᩸҅ਖ਼ਙժکᆐጱාᔲੂᘶᔮ؍٧෭ຏᳵጱૠᮎᛱ҅ਖ਼؟Ꮭ҅੪౮ԅᕘଃ҅ݒ

զଚᶋڰጱ୵ୗࢴٽ౮Ӟࢫࢫᇿᒈጱ୵ா——ٌӾํԶᤩӤԧᜋ҅ݚक़ӞԶכڞኸ፳ጮ

ᜋܻࢿጱ᷏ᜋ̶܅ӾጱᎪᚾ୵ᇫ෬ᤩአᬰṋರጱశ๋֕҅ݳᕣਙժԞᶳᤩڔ

̵ᑏᴻ҅զכᦤṋṒᎪᚾᚆᚙᐶஂྌ҅ᇿᒈᖅݱᛔጱኞڝ̶ᒧ၄ጱᵦयਂࣁԭᬯ

ӷຄԏᳵ҅֕ՖᵙᏟਧٍ֛ࣁՋԍ֖ᗝ̶“Ӟڊڔԭ҅ࢿӬਖ਼୭ԭ̶ࢿ”

զݢॳ̶ჶ٩ጱՈيᴾᘒեՈܧࢩᡀ٩Ӥჶᤈጱ֛ḵ҅ࣁ๕ᬱ᳒ጱᥦଃᐿࣁᒧ၄ڝ

ԭኞىᚆ҅զ݊ݢጱᚈ୧҅ᏈᏦӨྪᅋጱኞکލғߥ֢ޑᛔጱ᯿ܴԏӥࣁ٩੶کލ

ਂ̵ԋൾӧ᭐ጱ๚ᎣӮኴጱᳯ᷌ᐿᐿ̶

ኞԭမ۹҅ሿૡ֢ኞၚԭ۹Ղ̶2013ଙ឴Ӿ।ᗦᴺᵦयᔮᏗॊڊᒧ၄҅1983ଙڝ

֖҅2009ଙ឴Ӿ।ᗦᴺᵦयᔮॊ̶֖ӻғ“Ӟᐿ؍ᆐ”҅๕ᬱ᳒҅۹Ղ҅
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2018̶᯿ᥝᥦ۱ೡғ“ํӞӻ᠗ᜋݗف౯ӧᎣ᭲”҅Ӡ๙ᑮᳵ҅۹Ղ҅2017҅“ἓּح

҈ӥ”҅จᑮᳵ҅۹Ղ҅2014҅“ἓּ҈حӤ”҅จᑮᳵ҅۹Ղ҅2013̶

                                                                                                                                             

                                                         ҆ᄞԇᘉᦲ

By Chance | LIU Fujie

Telescope is proud to present Liu Fujie’s first solo exhibition, “By Chance.”

The nature and identity of Liu Fujie’s work is not so clear. The pieces seem to

have no beginning and no end, no origin point and no destiny. Along the

way they get tangled up in life, intertwined with random and incongruous

materials and emotions and seem to stop, for a while, perhaps to rest. But

the story seems to be far from over. Plaster is one of the main components

in her work. The most common plaster is a fine white powder made of

calcium sulfate and is used in making body casts for broken limbs, as well as

architectural decorations embellishing the windows, doorways, and ceilings

of homes and buildings and molds for casting other objects. The relationship

between the body, bone, and brokenness in Liu’s sculptures takes on many

varied forms, but they always seem to exist the most comfortably in their

fragility and vulnerability. In weakness they become strong. Her process and

uncontrollable materials dictate undefined results and identities as the title

of the show, “By Chance,” suggests.  The realm of the subconscious is a good

place to stand to see this.

Liu creates hand held sized objects that the hand does not quite know how

to handle or to hold. They are alien-like, never before encountered. Liu’s

hands first squish blobs of  “slurry,” a mixture of the white powder and water,

onto fabric, wood, wire, cardboard, etc. As the mixture is shaped and hardens

it forms bridges bonding accidental materials together like honeycomb in

P O W E R E D  B Y  P O W E R E D  B Y  
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the branches of a winter tree, or solidifying into independent globs of

unintentional forms.  Some have been pigmented and others retain the

natural color of the white dust. The plaster forms used in medicine help

encourage the healing process of broken bones, but they eventually must be

cut away and cast out for both of their lives to continue independently of

each other. Liu’s sculptures lie within both ends of this spectrum, but still, it

is unclear where. “Everything comes from dust and to dust everything must

return.”

Liu Fujie’s Telescope installation carries something of the experience of

skating on thin ice. It is dangerously exciting. You can hear the creaks and

moans of the ice underneath your weight: the fragility of life, the possibilities

of brokenness and destruction, questions of survival, longevity, and the deep

unknown.

Liu Fujie, born in Hebei, China in 1983. Now lives and works in Beijing.

Graduated from CAFA, B.F.A., Sculpture, 2009, M.F.A., Sculpture, 2013. Solo

exhibition: “By Chance”, Telescope, Beijing, 2018. Selected exhibitions

include: “As a Blue Sign”, Qi Mu Space, Beijing, 2017, “The Black Dwarf-Part 2”,

Star Gallery, Beijing, 2014, “The Black Dwarf-Part 1”, Star Gallery, Beijing, 2013.

                                                                                                                                             

                                              - James Elaine

Installation view
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